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EXAMINATION 20I3-I4
DATA STRUCTURES

Note :_Attempt all questions.

SECTION-A
l. Attempt all parts :

(a) FIow a pointer to a function is declared ,, ,", l'O 

t'='O'

(b) what is a Data structure ? what are the factors thatinfluence the choice of a particular data structure ?
If there are 27 nodes in a complete binary tree, what will
be its height and how many nod". wil be in the rast rever ?
Convert the following infix expression to prefix
expression : ((2 +3) * 4 + (5* (6 + Z)* 8) + 9).
Give a recursive solution to the Towers of Hanoi problem.
What do you understand by activity network ? Explain.
What are the advantages of B* tree over B_ Tree ?

3:!l: "":llete 
gryph and connected graph. How a graph

ls olfferent tiom a tree ?

Obtain. addressing formula for an element in three
dimensional array represented in column maj or order.
What is a dequerle ? Explain.
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SECTION-B
2. Attempt any three parts : (10x3=30)

(a) Discuss the representation ofpolynomial of single variable
using linked list. Write 'C' funitions to add t*o such
polynomials represented by linked list.

(b) Write dn algorithm to evaluate postfix exprissions using
stacks.

(c) Differentiate between fixed length and variable length
ericoding. Draw a Huffman tree forthe follorving syrnbols

whose frequency of occurrence in a msg is stated
alonglith the symbol below :

.A: 15,8:6,C :7,D:12,8:25,F: 4,G:6,H: l,I: 15

Decode the message 1 1 l0 1000101 1 101 I .

(d) Write an algorithm for Merge Sort. Show step by step

sorting procedure for the following list of elements :

30,12,38, E,5, 15, 1,40"

(e) Write Warshatl's algorithm for all pair shortest path and

find the all pair shortest paths for the graph given :

Note:-Attemptallquestions. (5x10=50)

Attempt any two parts :

(a) A m x n matrix is said to have a saddle point if someentry
a til til is the smallest value in row i and largest value in
column J. Write C prog. thpt determines the saddle point if
one exists.
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4.

o) write a'c'function that creates a new rinear rinked rist by
selecting alternate erements of a given linear rinked rist. '

(c) Yritg al.algo{thm for insertion ofan element in a doubly
circular linked list.

Aitempt any two parts :

(a) Write a C funbtion to delete element from a circular queue
implemented using array.

(b) Give a data structure to implement two stacks in same
array. Write C function to implement push 

"p"r"td;;both the stacks.

(c) Illurtrate the use of stack to convert the following infix
expression to postfix : A* (B + C ^ D) _ E ^F 

-(Gfu. -
Attempt any two parts :

(a) The order of nodes of a binary tree in inorder and
post-order traversal are as followi:
In-order : B, I, D, A, C, q E, II, F.

Post-order: I, D, B, q C, H, F, E,A.
Draw the corresponding binary tree.

(b) Write a C function to insert elements in a BST.
(c) construct an expression tree for the foilowing argebraic

expression:

(3a-b) n2(4 + 2d) ^3.
Attempt any two parts :

(a) use Prims algorittrm to-determine MST for the graph given

5.

infig. l.
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O) Consider the graph given in fig. 2.

Perforur BFS beginning at vertex l. List the vertices in'which they are visited.

(c) write Dijkastra argorithm for finding the shortest path
from a source vertqx.

7. Attempt any two parts:

(a) Show step by step creation of a heap for the following. elements in the order shown:

. 25, 57, 49,37, 12,92,g6,3i3.

(b) Show the trace of the euick sort algorithm for the
followingdata:

22, 55, 6, 7, 3,66, 89, 56,, 49, 65, 34, 67.

G) Write short note on any one of the following : .

(r) AVL trees

(D Big-ohNotation.
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